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Abstract— Context awareness is one of the fundamental principles underpinning pervasive computing. Context prediction, a new trend in 

pervasive computing, is an open-ended research topic with a lot of challenges and opportunities for innovation. This work presents and 

analyses the development in this area and compares different context prediction techniques and approaches. 

Index Terms — prediction, proactive adaptation, context-aware system, pervasive computing, ubiquitous system, adaptative service.  
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1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

N a pervasive system, we must provide  service adaptation, 
depending on the system’s environment and the user’s pro-
file in order to offer an adequate service. In the literature, 

adaptation is also called plasticity [1]. It determines the adap-
tation degree of a given application to new requirements and 
new situations. While using ubiquitous systems, users might 
perform tasks that are not part of their daily schedule. They 
might use various systems (smart phone, tablet, personal digi-
tal assistant (PDA), personal computer (PC), mobile or other-
wise) depending on the nature of their activities, their prefer-
ences and other considerations. Users might make use of sev-
eral modalities (keyboard, mouse, screen ...) to input data, de-
pending on their profiles and the nature of the physical envi-
ronment. 
Furthermore, a ubiquitous system must provide the user with 
services well adapted to the overall context. Indeed services 
will be triggered dynamically and without an explicit user 
intervention in a proactive way. Making use of the context in 
applications, is a current area of research known as "context-
awareness" [2]. A sensitive-context application must perceive 
the context of the users and their environment and adapt its 
behavior accordingly.  
Most of the work on service adaptation in context-awareness, 
is focused on the current context. However, a new trend in this 
research field, takes into account the evolution of the context 
through time, in order to predict a future context [3]; [4]; [5]. 
Therefore, the future context allows the pervasive system to 
choose the most effective strategies to achieve its goals, and 
makes it possible to provide an active and fast adaptation to 
future situations. This raises our interest in context prediction 
and its integration in proactive service adaptation. In this pa-
per, we present a survey of prediction methods, used in proac-
tive adaptation for pervasive systems. We give an overview of 
the available research in the field; we analyze, and discuss 
these approaches against a set of criteria.   

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: 
•First, we give a short background and introduce some basic 
concepts. 
•Second, we present the various methods illustrated in some 
projects and cited in the literature, before analyzing them 
against our evaluation criteria matrix. 
•Finally we present a summary with the different challenges 
yet to overcome in the field. 

2 PROACTIVE COMPUTING  

2.1 Proactive Context-Aware Applications 

     So far, most of the context-aware systems are merely 
reactive, adopting decisions based only on the current context. 
Research in anticipatory and proactive systems, including 
prediction of future situations is still in its beginnings. In these 
systems, a user is linked to a profile with a set of defining 
characteristics. Leveraging that profile, allows us to improve 
the systems’ efficiency by anticipating the user’s needs and 
adapting the services accordingly. Several approaches have 
been proposed to achieve this anticipatory aspect [3]. These 
approaches can be classified under two categories: passive or 
active: 

a. Passive context-awareness  
The passive context-awareness system is a reactive system that 
requires the user to be reactive. The system presents the new 
or updated context, as a recommendation, to an interested 
user. The adaptation is completed upon the user's reaction. 
System decisions are up to the user, who agrees or not on im-
plementing the recommended adaptation [6]; [7]; [8].  

b. Active context-awareness  
An active context-awareness system is a proactive system. It 
automatically adapts to discovered contexts and changes the 
application behavior accordingly. Adaptation is fully auto-
mated and rely on the system itself to learn or acquire infor-
mation allowing the improvement of its performance with 
experience [9]; [5]. 

2.2 Proactive Adaptation  

     In a system that supports context-awareness, adaptation is 
generally presented as the ability of the system to alter its be-
havior on its own, in order to improve its performance or pur-
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sue ongoing tasks, in different environments. 
Various types of adaptation can be differentiated: (i) content-
based adaptation, (ii) behavior-based adaptation, (iii) presen-
tation-based adaptation (interface), (iv) software components 
adaptation.  
Adaptation has been mentioned in several occurrences of re-
search work, and garnered interest among researchers for 
some time: [10];[11];[12];[13] [14];[15];[16]. Adaptation is still of 
interest in the pervasive computing field. 
Service adaptation occurs when a change in the system’s envi-
ronment triggers a special event. Control of adaptation can be, 
manual from the user, automatic or generic automatic. 

 
a. Manual: the user decides the system’s behavior based on 

given recommendations. 
 
b. Automatic: the adaptation routine is implemented with-

in the system. This routine, is mainly based on a static set of 
conditional structures. This means, when a given input hits 
one of the expected states implemented within the conditional 
structures, the system must change its behavior appropriately. 
This also means that an unexpected input will go unnoticed by 
the system. And no change in behavior is triggered. 

 
c. Generic automatic: the adaptation routine is generic. 

Which means the system can respond to unexpected events 
and refine and improve its behaviour over time. 

 
2.3 Proactive System Challenge 

   Adaptive services, supporting dynamic environments, raise 
different challenges. The environment and the set of situa-
tions, a user might evolve through are described in the con-
text. This context specifies the interaction between user and 
system. A question in this respect, still open, is how to find 
means of perceiving this context. The currently proposed solu-
tions rely on the use of various sensors to capture environ-
mental and user-related data. This generates heterogeneous 
data from a variety of sources. And makes services adaptation 
more and more complex to identify and model. 
Another challenge is the extraction of knowledge such as the 
ability to recognize, identify, design knowledge relevant to the 
adaptation process. This challenge can be presented as a crea-
tion of intelligence: analysis of context information, deduction 
of meaning and construction of knowledge. 
System adaptability entails fault tolerance, recovery from fail-
ure and also the ability to discover new resources and devise 
new strategies to respond to unexpected input. 
The availability of user data through all the processes underly-
ing context awareness raises some concerns about the user 
privacy and brings another challenge in this respect. 
Finding operating solutions in real time are also another point 
which biases the interest of researchers in the field. Finally, 
another is to offer architectural models open and flexible. 
These challenges are among the main research topics in ubiq-
uitous computing. And this is where prediction comes into 
focus since it addresses some of them. In this paper we will 
survey relevant work in this respect. 

3 CONTEXT PREDICTION 

"A system is context-aware, if it uses context to provide per-
tinent information and / or services to the user, where rele-
vance depends on the user's task" [17]. Also, we might define 
context-awareness of a system as its ability to make use of the 
context to improve its overall functioning. Context-awareness 
is one of the fundamentals of ubiquitous computing. Reason-
ing about the context is the process of acquiring new infor-
mation from the context. Therefore, prediction of the context 
means the ability to predict the future context information in 
order to provide proactive service. Later in this section, we 
shall present the most frequently used methods to predict the 
context. 

3.1 Context Prediction Methods  

3.1.1 Sequence Prediction Approach  
This method stems from the prediction task, as defined in 

theoretical computer science. The general idea is, a problem 
could be described as sequence of events or states received in 
the time interval from 1 to t. The goal reduces then, to predict-
ing the next set of events or the next state (Figure.1).  
Davison and Hirsh were amongst the first researchers to in-
vestigate the usefulness of sequence-based prediction. They 
used it to predict commands in a UNIX shell[18]; [19].  This 
work inspired research in activity prediction, including re-
search in pervasive computing and smart environment [20]; 
[21];[22];[3]. Starting from the LZ87 algorithm [23] Bhattachar-
ya and Das developed different context prediction algorithms.  
They modified the original LZ87 algorithm to make it predict 
the next users’ location in a cellular network, yielding the Le-
Zi-Update approach. Later Das et al used this updated algo-
rithm for the smart home environment [21]. LeZi-Updated 
inspired Cook et al.to develop the Active LeZi-Updated algo-
rithm to predict the user’s actions in a smart home. In their 
Project MavHome, Cook et al built a smart home management 
system acting on users’ behalf and support them in different 
tasks. The system evaluates the next users’ action and triggers 
a set of actions to fulfill the underlying tasks (e.g opening 
store, starting the lawn sprinklers) [22].  
Mayrhofer used Active LeZi to develop a general context pre-
diction approach, in order to proactively assist users. The pre-
diction process comes in 5 steps: (i) collect context information 
from a heterogeneous sensor network. (ii) extract features. (iii) 
classify. (iv) label, and (v) predict. As shown in Figure.2. The 
process takes as input a times series (observation sets, each 
recorded at a specific time) and provides as output the user’s 
current context and the expected future context. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sequence

S(1)
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Fig.1. Sequence prediction approach 
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The context acquisition step concerns itself with gathering 
contextual information from physical and logical sensors. The 
captured data is then transformed into more meaningful fea-
tures during the extraction step for better interpretation. The 
classification step then, recognizes recurring patterns, called 
clusters in the feature space, built in the previous step. Classi-
fication uses a feature vector which can be assigned to multi-
ple clusters with different degrees of belonging. This degree 
represents the probability that a feature vector belongs to a 
cluster.  Labeling allocates the descriptive names for individu-
al clusters or combinations of several clusters.  Based on the 
observed history, the future context cluster can be predicted. 
The prediction step uses the vector of clusters generated by 
the classification step. The final goal is to generate a cluster of 
vectors for the future, which matches the current cluster pro-
vided by the classification step. This classification is used for 
supplying the cluster vectors predicted in the labeling step to 
provide context label, intended for use in dynamic applica-
tions. 

The sequence prediction proved to be an effective approach 
for context prediction. As shown previously, several research-
ers have contributed theoretical improvements to adjust it to 
the context prediction problem. It should also be noted, that 
sequence prediction has several shortcomings. Among those 
mention: 
▪The reliability of prediction can be verified but the reliability 
of the observed data cannot be taken into consideration. 
▪Abstracting the whole context into a simple sequence might 
result in the loss of information.  
▪This approach does not deal with time: it cannot detect time-
dependent patterns. 
▪This approach can only be applied if the context is described 
as a flow of events. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.1.2 Markov Chains 
    A Markov chain is a set of states. The process starts in one of 
these states and moves incrementally from one state to anoth-
er. Each move is called a step. If the chain is currently in state 
Xi, then it moves to state Xj at the next step with a probability 
denoted by pij, and this probability does not depend on the 

previous states. 
{Xn, n > 0} Xn is the state being processed at time n 
pij(n) is called transition probability from state i to state j at 
time n. 

 
P[Xn+1 = j | Xn = in, ..., X0 = i0] = P[Xn+1 = j | Xn = in] = pij(n) 

 
Prediction based on Markov chains is fairly widespread. Some 
projects used this technique for resolving context prediction 
problems. For example, Chen [24] used Markov chain to pre-
dict a person’s movement.  Zukerman [25] used them to pre-
dict the next user’s request in a web context.  
In the work of Kaowthumrong et al [26], the authors tackled 
the problem of active devices determination. The proposed 
solution was to provide the user with the next device to be 
used, when there are several devices in the vicinity of user. 
Based on a Markov property, the next device depended on the 
current device only. The context prediction process was built 
on a Markov chain representing the order of devices access. 
Krumm used discrete time Markov chain for route prediction 
during driving [27].  
Despite some limitations of Markov chains, (limited number 
of states over a discrete timeline), they are a viable solution, 
easy to implement. But more complicated use cases need ex-
tension of the Markov chain. One of the most famous of these, 
is the Hidden Markov Chain (HHM) introduced by Baum and 
Petrie in 1966. This model can be used with unobserved (hid-
den) states.  
Figure.3, outlines the basic layout an HMM. A circle maps to a 
random variable that might contain any sequence of values. 
x(t) represents the hidden state as a function of the time t. y(t) 
represents the observation as a function of the time t. The ar-
rows in the diagram (often called a trellis diagram) denote 
conditional dependencies. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From the diagram, the conditional probability distribution of 
the hidden variable x(t) at time t, given the values of the hid-
den variable x at all times, depends only on the value of the 
hidden variable x(t − 1): the values at time t − 2 and before 

 

Fig. 2.  Architecture for proactivity via predicted user contexts[3] 

 

X(t-1) X(t) X(t+1)

Y(t-1) Y(t) Y(t+1)

…. ….

Hidden

Observed 

 

Fig. 3. General architecture of an HMM. 
 

 X : states   
 y : possible observations  
 a : state transition probabilities  
 b : output probabilities 
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have no influence. This is called the Markov property. Similar-
ly, the value of the observed variable y(t) only depends on the 
value of the hidden variable x(t) (both at time t). 
The HMM was used in some projects for context prediction. 
We mention Gellert and Vintan, [28], who used the HMM to 
predict the next room that user want to visit. Simmons et al, 
used the HMM for itinerary prediction [29].  
One more extension of Markov chain is the Markov Decision 
Process (MDP), with the addition of actions (allowing choice) 
and rewards (giving motivation) 
A MDP is a formal model that consists of the following (Figure.4) 

 S is a finite set of states 
 A  is a finite set of actions (alternatively, As is the fi-

nite set of actions available from state S) 
 

 is the probability that action  in state S at time t will 
lead to state  at time t+1, 

  is the immediate reward 
(or expected immediate reward) received after transi-
tion to state  from state S, 

  Is the discount factor, which represents 
the difference in importance between future rewards 
and present rewards. 
 

The MPD was used in location prediction (e.g: driving). For 
example Zeibart proposed PROCAB (Probabilistically Reason-
ing from Observed Context-Aware Behavior) for road naviga-
tion to predict route and destination based on the user behav-
ior [30].  

The Markov chain provides a simple system overview and 
may be applied if the context is decomposed into a finite set of 
not superposed states. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.1.3 Bayesian Network 
  A Bayesian network (BN) is a probabilistic graphical model 
(a type of statistical models) that represents a set of random 
variables and their conditional dependencies via a directed 
acyclic graph (DAG). The structure of a DAG is defined by 
two sets: the set of nodes (vertices) and the set of directed edg-
es. The nodes represent random variables and are drawn as 

circles labeled by the variable names. The edges represent di-
rect dependence among the variables and are drawn by ar-
rows between nodes. Every node is associated with a fact and 
every directed edge represents the influence on one fact by 
another. 
A Bayesian network specifies a joint distribution in a struc-
tured form. It represents dependence/independence via a di-
rected graph composed with (i) Nodes (random variables) and 
(ii) Edges (direct dependence). 
There two components in a Bayesian network, the graph struc-
ture (conditional independence assumptions) and the numeri-
cal probabilities (for each variable given its parents), which In 
general is:    

p(X1, X2,....XN) = Π p(Xi| parents(Xi )  
 

A Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) is a special Bayesian 
Network which relates variables to each other over adjacent 
time steps. 
A DBN represents all variables at two (or more) points in time. 
Edges are drawn from the variables at the earlier time to those 
at the later time. For example, in the DBN on the above figure 
(Figure.6), we see that A at time t influences C, at time t+1, B 
influences for A and C.   
Several researchers work on how to make use of DBN in con-
text prediction, like Albrecht’s [31]. The system, he developed, 
used DBN to predict further user actions in an adventure 
game. With a similar method, Horvits built a system to predict 
the goal of software users and run services proactively [32]. 
Another example is how Petzold used the dynamic Bayesian 
network to predict a person’s movement inside some defined 
space [33]. Petzold represented the context as a DBA, where 
the current location depends on several locations previously 
visited and also the time spent at each location. This model 
has provided high prediction accuracy (around 70% to 90 %).  

The BN approach can be seen as a generalization over the 
Markov models. A BN cannot model a feedback loop because 
by definition it cannot have loops, or cycles, in its simple 
forms. But this limit can be overcome with DBN. Indeed the 
DBN offers more flexibility but requires more training data. 
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Fig. 4. MDP Control cycle 
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p(A,B,C) = p(C|A,B)p(A)p(B) 

 

Fig. 5. Example of Simple Bayesian Network 
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Fig. 6. Example of Dynamic Bayesian network 
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3.1.4 Neural Networks 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Neural networks are inspired from their biological counter-
parts. They are very popular in machine learning. And they 
implement formal mathematical models emulating the struc-
ture of biological neurons. Each node represents an artificial  
neuron and each arrow represents a connection from the out-
put of one neuron to the input of another (Figure. 7) 
This approach has become one of the very popular ones, to 
solve several problems pertaining to artificial intelligence such 
as: pattern recognition, association models, approximation 
theory, etc.  
Neural networks have been used, first, to predict context 
through the work of Mozer, [34]. This work described a smart 
home with various services, such as space occupation models, 
estimates of hot water consumption rates. Vintan et al used 
this same approach to predict the location of an individual, the 
places he’s most likely to visit, in a given environment [35]. 
The work of Al-Masri [36] also resulted in a model of neural 
networks to provide mobile services. Recently, Lin [37] used 
neural networks for a smart intracellular handoff of work. 
There are several types of neural networks. Approaches based 
on them are flexible and efficient. However these approaches 
act like a black box, have no tolerance for data missing, are 
slow in their training phase (require long periods of time). 
 
3.1.5 Branch Prediction Method 

This approach, predicts the flow of instructions in a micro-
processor, after a branching command is received. The pur-
pose of the branch predictor is to improve the flow in the in-
struction pipeline. Branch predictors play a critical role in 
achieving high effective performance in many modern pipe-
lined microprocessor architectures. To predict whether a 
branch is taken or not-taken, the branch prediction unit im-
plements a hardware algorithm. There is a variety of branch 
prediction algorithms: 

Static prediction: the idea is to make a distinction between 
the different types of branches with greater probability of be-
ing taken and those which will never or almost never be taken. 
The simplest static prediction algorithm makes a distinction 
between conditional branching and unconditional branches: 
an unconditional branch is always taken; conditional branches 
are never taken.  

Saturating counter: it consists in keeping track of the num-
ber of times that branch has been taken, and then comparing 
this number with the total number of branch executions. Thus 
an average can be estimated to see if the branch is usually tak-

en or not taken. This storage is based on counters, integrated 
into the branch prediction unit. There is a counter per branch 
stored in the branch target buffer. This counter is changed 
each time a branch is taken or not-taken: if it is taken, the 
counter is incremented (unless it is already at its maximum 
value); if it is not, its value is decremented. 

Two-level adaptive predictor: if there are three ‘’if’’ state-
ments in a code, the third ‘’if’’ statement might be taken de-
pending upon whether the previous two were taken/not-
taken. In such scenarios, a two-level adaptive predictor works 
more efficiently than saturation counters. Conditional jumps 
that are taken every second time or have some other regularly 
recurring patterns, are not predicted well by the saturating 
counter. A two-level adaptive predictor remembers the history 
of the last n occurrences of the branch and uses one saturating 
counter for each of the possible 2n history patterns. The gen-
eral rule for a two-level adaptive predictor with an n-bit histo-
ry is that it can predict any repetitive sequence with any peri-
od if all n-bit sub-sequences are different.  

Global branch prediction:  Global branch predictors make 
use of the fact that the behavior of many branches is strongly 
correlated with the history of other recently taken branches. 
Those ways they can keep a single shift register updated with 
the recent history of every branch executed, and use this value 
as an index in a table of bimodal counters. 

Neural branch prediction: The conditional branch predic-
tion is a Machine learning problem, where machine learns to 
predict the outcome of conditional branches.  Artificial neural 
network is very efficient to learn, to recognize and classify 
patterns. Similarly the branch predictor also uses the classifi-
cation of branches and tries to keep correlated branches to-
gether 
Some context prediction systems used Branch Prediction Al-
gorithms. Starting from this approach Petzold [38] provided a 
context prediction algorithm for a ubiquitous information sys-
tem, in order to discover the daily movement pattern of an 
individual in a finite environment such as a house or an office. 
This system used several kinds of predictors; a counter predic-
tor, a two-level-adaptive predictor and a global predictor.  

This approach is simple and fast but it can detect only a 
very simple range of behaviour patterns. 

 
3.1.6 Trajectory Prolongation Approach 

Some context prediction approaches, handle the context da-
ta vector, from a multidimensional space perspective. Then the 
underlying algorithm, computes an approximation or an in-
terpolation with the points given through the data vector, with 
some related function in order to predict the next set of events. 
This approach has been used in the work of Karbassi and 
Barth [39], which attempted to estimate the arrival time of a 
vehicle going through a traffic jam. The system built a linear 
regression between the traffic jam factor and the arrival time. 
Then, it computed the parameters from the vehicle’s history. 
Also the work of Mayrhofer [3]; Sigg [40] suggested the use of 
an autoregressive model to predict the context. In Sigg’s sys-
tem the prediction model was based on an alignment method 
for predicting the most probable continuance of a time series 
from the observed sequence of suffix. This alignment predic-

Input

Hidden

Output 

 

Fig. 7. Simplified structure of an artificial neural network 
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tion approach seeks to align two series using their differences 
so that the number of positions corresponding to the two se-
ries is maximized. Finally Sigg [41] offered a continuous learn-
ing module in order to adapt to changing environments or 
user habits, through continuous monitoring of a time series 
recorded in in the context’s history and updates of the regis-
tered patterns. 

The trajectory prolongation approach is an efficient ap-
proach for location prediction. But it has significant shortcom-
ings: it can’t handle non numerical data, and has no tolerance 
for missing data. 

 
3.1.7 Expert System 

An expert system is a tool, able to reproduce the cognitive 
processes of an expert in a particular field. Expert systems are 
designed to solve complex problems by reasoning about 
knowledge, represented primarily as if–then rules. An expert 
system is divided into two sub-systems: (1) the inference en-
gine and (2) the knowledge base. The knowledge base repre-
sents facts and rules. The inference engine applies the rules to 
the known facts to deduce new facts (Figure 8).   
This approach was based on expert systems and rule engines. 
It has been used in some implementation of context predic-
tion. The end goal is, to build the prediction rules. This meth-
od allows a clear view of the system. An example is the work 
of Vainio, which presented a proactive context adaptation sys-
tem for smart home environments.  The system controls the 
state of an adaptable context (e.g: lighting, temperature…) 
according to the user’s routine. The system adapts the context 
under the user’s supervision. The system is based on fuzzy 
logic techniques, allowing it to control the environment in un-
certain situations.  
Another example is the work of [42]. They developed an ex-
pert system that infers rules in the execution’s environment to 
find user preferences and provide related proactive services, 
based on their respective context history. The main challenge 
in this work is to deduce the user preferences for the current 
state from past states, and then figure out the corresponding 
service. 

Context prediction based on expert systems is a promising 
approach allowing quick and efficient integration of previous 
knowledge. It also allows an easy integration of the adaptation 
action. This approach can ensure learning and self-correction. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.1.8 Context Space Theory 
   Contextual spaces theory is an approach developed, in order 
to best define context-awareness and to deal with sensor prob-
lems that create uncertainty and incur a lack of reliability. This 
theory uses spatial metaphors to represent the context as a 
multidimensional space (Figure 10). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 It is designed to make context-awareness clearer. In the space 
theory, any kind of data is used to reason about the context, is 
called a context attribute. Attributes are either directly meas-
ured by sensors or calculated from other context attributes. 
They may have a numeric value or a non-numeric value. A 
context state is represented by the entire relevant context at a 
specified point in time. All possible context states, define the 
application space. This allows seeing the application space as a 
multidimensional space, where the number of dimensions is 
equivalent to the number of context attributes in the context 
state. 
The theory of context space, initially submitted by Padovitz 
and Zaslavsky [44]. The authors attempt to provide a general 
model to help thinking and describing the context and devel-
op context-aware applications. This work will be later, the 
basis for several researches of Zaslavzky and Boytsov [45]; 
[46]; [43]. Boytsov and Zaslavsky present the CALCHAS sys-
tem, which offers context prediction, used extension to the 
context space theory to provide proactive adaptation. The au-
thors see proactive adaptation as a reinforcement to learning 
tasks that aim at improving both the prediction as well as the 
adaptation decision [43].  
  This approach addresses the context prediction problem in a 
general sense. 
 

3.1.9 Data-Mining Algorithm 
    Data mining or the Knowledge Discovery in Databases 
(KDD), an interdisciplinary subfield of computer science, is 
the computational process of discovering patterns in large 
data sets, involving methods at the intersection of artificial 
intelligence, machine learning, statistics, and database sys-
tems. The overall goal of the data mining is to extract infor-
mation from a data set and transform it into an understanda-
ble structure for further use. Data mining involves six com-
mon classes of tasks: 

•Anomaly detection: the identification of unusual data rec-
ords. 

•Association rule learning: searches for relationships be-

inference 

engine 

Expert system 

knowledge 

base

Data

Decision 
unit 

 

Fig. 8. Expert system structure. 

 

 

Fig. 9. Context spaces theory [43] 
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tween variables. 
•Clustering: is the task of discovering structures in the data 

that are similar, without using known structures in the data. 
•Classification: is the task of generalizing known structures 

to apply to new data.  
•Regression: attempts to find a function which models the 

data with the least error. 
     •Summarization: provides a more compact representation 
of the data set, including visualization and report generation. 
Several methods are used for knowledge discovery in a large 
amount of data. Clustering is one of the most used methods. It 
uses unsupervised learning algorithms by similarity measures 
to group data elements with similar patterns (in the sense of 
these similarities) in clusters. In a context discovery work Y. 
Benazzouz, [47] presented a method based on clustering to 
measure common situations, according to a context clustering 
approach in the MIDAS project. He adopted a bottom-up dis-
covery (In this approach the situation to discover, is defined 
beforehand) of common situations and identification of unu-
sual situations to provide a proactive adaptation service ac-
cording to user behavior.   
   This approach requires a database archiving user history. 
Data mining requires a first phase of collection to get enough 
data which will be processed later. In fact, that generates a 
significant amount of data to store and manage. 
 

3.1.10 Similarity and Semantic Similarity 
This approach uses existing relations between context val-

ues in order to deduce the emerging context. The relationships 
in a context are of two types: relationships between context 
values and relation between multiple context values. The rela-
tionship between context values, identify two entities belong-
ing to different ontologies based on the similarity between 
them. This similarity can be between two atomic properties (if 
they have the same name and the same value of property), or 
between two classes or two non-atomic properties (if they 
have the same name or any property defined within one, is 
similar to a property in the other). Based on this similarity, 
four relationships can be identified between two context val-
ues, namely: intersection, complement, equivalence and inde-
pendence.  The relationships between multiple context values 
are described using an Entity-Relationship (ER) model. For 
each connection between two values, the values are converted 
into units of the model and the types of relationships relating 
nodes in the model. 
As for the generation of search criteria, this approach defines 
generic rules in order to deduce the user’s requests from the 
ER model.  Then, it extracts the search criteria (key words) 
describing the user’s requests, to find services to recommend. 
Xiao [7] developed a method to dynamically determine a con-
text model in order to recommend services. This model sup-
ported various contextual types and values, and then recom-
mends services using this information. The authors made use 
of relations of similarity between the context values to find 
potential services the user might need.  
In her work on services prediction, Salma Najar, offered a 
mechanism of discovery and prediction guided both by the 
context and user intent [48]. She used semantic similarity 

techniques. The system is based on the implementation of a 
matching algorithm, which computes the matching degree 
between the intention and the current context of the user and 
the set of semantic services described accordingly. OWL- SIC 
(OWL-S Intentional & Contextual) is an extension of OWL-S 
(Web Ontology Language-Semantic, is ontology, within the 
OWL-based framework of the Semantic).   

The similarity approach requires historical data, to select 
and recommend services that are not always available. In fact, 
it requires a first phase of collection to get enough data which 
will be processed thereafter. Intentional approach provided by 
Najar [48] is a user-centered approach, but can generate con-
flict: technically, a problem of interoperability between ser-
vices. Indeed, two compatible intentions do not necessarily 
make two technically compatible services.  
A number of prediction algorithms have been developed for 
many projects and in different domains in recent years. In this 
section we have reviewed and detailed approaches and re-
search projects related to context prediction. In the next sec-
tion, we summarize in a comparative matrix, the different ap-
proaches we studied. 

4    COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION 

    Based on the formal presentation of the context prediction 
task [43], we can formalize a prediction task as a follow:  

 
Pr = G (S1, S2, …,St) 

 St: the context data at a certain moment in time.  
 Pr: a prediction result  
 G: operator of context prediction operation   

 
A context predictor in the most general sense can be viewed as 
follows: (Figure 10). 
To evaluate a prediction approach, we established criteria re-
lated to data (e.g: type) and criteria related to reasoning (e.g: 
runtime, accuracy …), based on our analysis of the approaches 
developed in the previous section. These criteria seem to be 
the most relevant to evaluate and compare these methods. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

4.1 Reasoning Evaluation Criteria 

    We start with the reasoning criteria: we established some 
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Fig. 10. General structure of context prediction (inspired from,[43]) 
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criteria addressing efficiency, accuracy, time reasoning and 
scalability:  
Accuracy: to assess the overall reliability and precision of the 
approach. Some projects were tested against real data to eval-
uate the accuracy of their approach, and are summarized in 
(Figure.11). Using the Lezi algorithm [22], testing with real 
data. They obtained prediction rates nearing 47%. Using MM, 
[26] the prediction accuracy was around 70-80%. Using HMM 
[29] prediction accuracy reached 98%. Using DBN, Petzold 
[33] had a prediction rating floating between 70% and 90%. In 
S.Najar’s work, the system was based on the implementation 
of a matching algorithm. The prediction algorithm had a good 
quality result that neared 60% [48]. 
In our general evaluation of different approaches, we estimate 
the general accuracy as ranging from low/worst performance 
to high/best performance, depending on the capacity of the 
approach to be effective in a ubiquitous environment, taking 
into account some other criteria: e.g the loss of data, running 
time, etc. 
Tolerance of missing values: dealing with missing data is a 
typical problem of preprocessing. Several machine learning 
methods implemented their own strategies for dealing with 
missing data. Even if some approaches are more sensitive to 
data loss. For example in similarity approach the similarity 
measure can be easily distorted by error in data value. 
 
Evolvability: defined as the capacity of an approach for adap-
tive evolution and providing a scalable system. 

 
Speed of runtime: indicates the processing time. These criteria 
evolved the overall time of the procedure; training time and 
real-time reasoning. Some methods were faster in reasoning 
time but needed a long training time e.g NN method.  

 
Observability: if the method is a white box, its parameters 
show in a rather perspicacious way, how the system works. 
Looking at the system parameters, we can know exactly what 
the system has learned. And we can have some preliminary 
estimation; thus it becomes possible to configure the system 
accordingly. Otherwise if the method is a black box, it remains 
capable of prediction, but an expert cannot see the underlying 
reasons for the current decision, even if the expert knows all 
system parameters. 

 
Prior knowledge inference: evaluates whether the approach 
can incorporate prior knowledge inference. If the method can-
not do this, it could lead to low efficiency at the start.  To over-
come the problem we can pre-train the predictor and use gen-
erated training data before the system starts.   

 
4.2 Data Evaluation Criteria 

Data loss in preprocessing: the loss of information is depend-
ent on both the prediction process and the data capturing the 
system. Preprocessing contextual information can causes a 
data loss that could influence the prediction results. 
Type: numeric/ no numeric: if some type of data will not be 
accepted by the prediction approach a preprocessing will be 
required.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
We shall summarize our analysis and valuation in the follow-
ing table (Table 1) 

 
 
 
 
 

Fig11. Comparative accuracy diagram  
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5   CHALLENGES OF CONTEXT PREDICTION 

     Context prediction is a relatively new problem in computer 
science. Ground work on finding solutions and approaches for 
context prediction is still in progress. This work still faces 
many challenges including: 
 
• Lack of general approaches, in much of what has been at-
tempted so far, to tackle the context prediction.There have 
been only a few attempts to define and solve context predic-
tion tasks with general approaches. 

 
• Lack of generic automatic adaptation: most of the work is 
focused on the prediction, while neglecting the effective inte-
gration of results in services adaptation. With the notable ex-
ception of a few solutions implementing Markov Decision 
Processes, most of the remaining propositions, rely on expert 
systems to process the outcome of a context-prediction, thus 
making these system, less adaptive or autonomous. 

 
• Interdependence between prediction and service adaptation: 
prediction systems process the context sequentially in a simple 
fashion. They predict, then pipe the result into the adaptation 
routine to act on it. This might be enough for simple problems, 
but will fall short for more complex problems. And as far as 
we could find, there is almost no attempt to explore this area. 

 
• Optimization: using pervasive system in health care, as in as 
other high-risk endeavours. Prediction algorithm must be able 
to deliver prediction with High accuracy and minimal delays 
for computing.  

 
We believe that once these challenges are resolved, we will be 
able to develop proactive and dynamic awareness-context sys-
tems that can handle more sophisticated use cases and situa-
tions, and improve their efficiency. Thus we might facilitate 
the overall use of such computer systems, and promote their 
integration within our daily activities. 

6 CONCLUSION 

    In this paper we presented an overview of the literature on 
prediction approaches. We reviewed projects and research 
work related to context prediction. We established a set of 
comparative criteria we used for comparing and analyzing 
these approaches. We presented also several concepts that are 
required for context prediction. And we identified open issues 
for context prediction, such as many existing challenges. 
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